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Grade 8
In relation to a range of texts, to achieve grade 8, candidates will be able to:
sustain a convincing, informed personal response to explicit and implicit meanings of texts
sustain a perceptive critical analysis of the ways in which writers use language, form and
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 structure
use judicious and well-integrated textual references to develop personal responses
show perceptive understanding of how contexts shape texts and responses to texts
make illuminating comparisons between texts
Grade 5
In relation to a range of texts, to achieve grade 5, candidates will be able to:
develop a generally coherent and engaged response to explicit and implicit meanings of
 texts
develop a clear understanding of the ways in which writers use language, form and
 structure
use apt textual references to support responses
use understanding of contexts to inform responses to texts
make credible comparisons between texts
Grade 2
In relation to a range of texts, to achieve grade 2, candidates will be able to:
make straightforward comments about explicit meanings of texts
describe straightforward aspects of language, form or structure
make general references to obvious details of texts
show awareness that texts are related to contexts
make basic links between texts
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Benefits
Births, deaths, marriages and care
Business and self-employed
Citizenship and living in the UK
Crime, justice and the law
Disabled people
Driving and transport
Education and learning
Employing people
Environment and countryside
Housing and local services
Money and tax
Passports, travel and living abroad
Visas and immigration
Working, jobs and pensions
Services and information
How government
 works
Departments
Worldwide
Policies
Publications
Announcements
Departments and policy
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